
ENVIS Secretariat, EI Division, Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change, and Government of India organized a National Review Meet: ENVIS 2019 on 2nd April 2019 at Ganga Auditorium, Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change, Government of India, New Delhi. Mr Chandra Kishore Mishra, Secretary, Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate change, Government of India (MoEF&CC) inaugurated the ENVIS Exhibition and gave the Inaugural address for the National Review Meet: ENVIS -2019. As part of ENVIS HUB, Department of Environment, Government of Tamil Nadu exhibited the TN ENVIS activities and Dr. Jayanthi M., I.F.S. explained the TN ENVIS activities and briefly focused on Certificate course on Waste Management under Green Skill Development programme to Mr. Chandra Kishore Mishra, Secretary, MoEF &CC, GoI.

Mr Yashvir Singh, Economic advisor, EI Division, MoEF&CC welcomed the officials. Miss Urmila, Joint Director, MoEF &CC explained on ENVIS scheme and followed by various ENVIS Coordinators shared their experiences about National Environment Survey. Dr. Anandi Subramanian Principal Advisor, MoEF &CC, GoI stressed on present status of GSDP and NES–GRIDSS and future plan of the ENVIS Activities. After the inaugural session, Hands-on-Training on EAT/PFMS, presentation on SDG, SoER template and discussion of GSDP and NES-GRIDSS was conducted by the Ministry. Finally, the Wrap up session was conducted by the Principal Advisor, MoEF&CC, GoI.